
Santa Cruz Lounge - Plush Comfort, Lush Looks
Comfort never looked so good, or moved so well.

Create a welcoming environment with the Santa Cruz® Lounge 

Collection. The line boasts genuine leather on all seated surfaces and 

contoured arms for exceptional comfort. It also includes stationary and 

mobile chair options to accommodate both traditional waiting areas and 

dynamic teamwork spaces. Mobile chairs can be further specified with a 

writing surface to increase functionality. 

With multiple colors for optional foot kit, and three genuine leather 

choices—Black, Almond, and (new) White—the Santa Cruz collection is a 

stunning style statement in as-you-like-it comfort. 
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Santa Cruz Lounge  
Inviting style combines 
with versatile mobility.
1.  Choices to a complement.

Santa Cruz offers solutions for any 
gathering space. The series includes sofas, 
settees, chairs, storage ottomans, as well 
as mobile lounge chairs ordered with or 
without a writing surface.

2.  Go mobile with selections
designed to move freely.
The Santa Cruz mobile chair includes 
heavy-duty, black, double-wheel casters in 
the front with a brushed aluminum handle
on the chair back for easy mobility. It’s 
available with or without a writing surface 
that swivels 360º. The storage ottoman is 
also mobile thanks to its four casters. Flip 
the seat over to use as a convenient table.

3.  Enhance spaces with impressive
style.
The genuine leather on all seated surfaces 
is available in Black, Almond, or the new 
and contemporary White. Black feet come 
standard. Or choose the optional foot-kit 
in Bourbon Cherry, or Silver finish. 
 

rapid
All product finishes available on the Quick-Ship 
and Fast Freight delivery programs with no 
quantity limitations.

coordinating
The Santa Cruz Lounge Collection is the 
perfect complement to any Safco® casegood 
lines. 

compliant
All products within the Santa Cruz line are 
CA117 approved.    

BLACK MOBILE CHAIR WITH OTTOMAN

WHITE LEATHER MOBILE CHAIR

ALMOND LEATHER COLLECTION
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